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Summary

I Motivation
I How does monetary policy affect consumption?

I Benchmark models (e.g. NK model) abstract from
heterogeneity

I This paper: Framework to understand the effects of
monetary policy on consumption

I In a model with heterogeneous agents
I Emphasis in real redistribution channel Covi(MPC,URE)

I Very important question

I Big fan of the overall approach
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Three parts in the paper

1. Theory (3 main theorems)

1.1 Policy change with complete markets/perfect foresight
1.2 Policy change with incomplete markets
1.3 Aggregation result based on theorem 2

2. Measurement of redistribution elasticity

3. Heterogeneous agents DSGE model
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Theorem 1: complete markets/perfect foresight

I Environment:
maxu(c, n)

∑
qtct =

∑
qt (yt + wtnt + −1bt)

I Model solution ⇒ c(q, y, w)

I Theorem 1: comparative statics (substitution/income effects)

dc0 = MPC · dΩ + hicksian terms, where

dΩ =
∑
t≥0

qtdyt +
∑
t≥0

qtntdwt +
∑
t≥0

(yt + wtnt + −1bt − ct) dqt

I MPC = ∂c0
∂y0

is out of date 0 income (or present value of

future wealth)
I Alternative interpretation: unforeseen (MIT) shock
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Theorem 1 is a Slutsky equation
I Utility maximization problem (UMP)

max
x

u(x) s.t. px = w ⇒ x(p, w)

I Cost minimization problem (CMP)

e (p, u) = min
x
px s.t. u(x) = u⇒ h(p, u)

I Slutsky equation/matrix: (MWG emphasizes observability)

h (p, u) = x (p, e (p, u))⇒ ∂h

∂p
=
∂x

∂p
+
∂x

∂w
x

I What if w = px̃? Then, x(p, px̃) and

dx

dp
=
∂x

∂p
+
∂x

∂w
x̃

I So
dx

dp
=
∂x

∂w
(x̃− x) +

∂h

∂p
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Theorem 1: ”Dynamics is a special case of statics”

dx

dp
=
∂x

∂w
(x̃− x) +

∂h

∂p
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Exposures
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+
∂h

∂p
dp︸ ︷︷ ︸

Hicksian

I ”Dynamics is a special case of statics” (with complete
markets)

I Why? Single budget constraint

I We could focus in any dct
I Last remark on theorem 1: For welfare, only dΩ matters

dU = Uc0dΩ

I No need to differentiate substitution versus income effects!
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Theorem 2: Incomplete markets
I Relevant case in practice

I Exercise: one-time transitory monetary shock
I Anticipated or not only matters for Lucas critique

I Theorem 2: with separable utility, first-order change in date
0 consumption induced by shock is

dc0 ≈MPC

(
dy + ndw + UREdr −NNP dP

P

)
−σc(1−MPC)dr

I For which class of models does theorem 2 represents the
first-order effects of monetary shocks?

1. Only models without endogenous persistence (i.e. no
endogenous state variables)

I In incomplete markets models, distribution of wealth is in
general an endogenous state variable (ruled out)

I Capital is also an endogenous state variable (also ruled out)

2. With endogenous persistence, theorem 2 only gives the date 0
component of first-order effects (remember

∑
t≥0?)
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Theorem 2: additional remarks

1. Theorem 2 (and 3) only contains the date 0 first-order effects
I First-order effects from t = 1 to t = T are missing
I Higher order effects too (not so important theoretically)

I How important are the missing first-order effects?

2. We need to know how changes in future income induced by a
monetary policy change today affect period 0 consumption

I Intuitively, a one-time temporary monetary policy shock will
affect current and future net exposures, which will be reflected
in current consumption

I Other frictions are ruled out: credit constraints (only one
type), collateral constraints, risk premia

I Remark: The proof of theorem 2 is very different from the
proof of theorem 1

I Interesting: it recovers same substitution/income
decomposition for date 0 (but for other periods/states?)
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Two additional comments

1. Why can I handle dynamic model with incompleteness and
non-time separable preferences in Davila 15 in optimal
bankruptcy exemptions?

I Similar exercises in both papers: ”comparative statics”
I Because there I do not decompose between income and

substitution effects: interesting distinction

2. Is MPC a sufficient statistic for temporary monetary shocks?
I Is the MPC out of current income a sufficient static for

balance sheet changes at date 0? Yes
I Is the MPC out of current income a sufficient static for

balance sheet changes at dates t ≥ 1 Open question
I We need MPC’s out of future income
I No guarantees that they are equal to MPC at 0
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Conclusion

I Important contribution in important topic

I Scope to clarify applicability
I Exciting paper

I More work remains to be done on this question, positive and
normative on the theoretical side and especially on the
measurement side
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